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Study Skills - How to Read Textbooks

How to Read a Textbook

• http://www.wikihow.com/Read-a-
Textbook



ASC Reading Improvement
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1J8S0rW06-g

Before you begin to read your 
assignment:

1. Look at the way the material is organized. 

2. Read the titles and sub headings.

3. Be sure to read all the captions for pictures.

4. Read the title and the axes labels for charts 

and graphs.

5. If there are questions at the end of the 

material, read them. You will have a good 

idea which concepts are of key importance. 



Skim Ch. 1

P. 18-23

While you read:

1. Read the entire paragraph or section 

without making notes or underlining 
anything. 

2. Think about what the major ideas are 
in contrast to the details. 



Figure 1.24a

Observations

Question

Hypothesis #1:
Dead batteries

Hypothesis #2:
Burnt-out bulb



Figure 1.24b

Hypothesis #1:
Dead batteries

Hypothesis #2:
Burnt-out bulb

Prediction:
Replacing bulb

will fix problem

Test of prediction

Test falsifies hypothesis Test does not falsify hypothesis

Prediction:
Replacing batteries

will fix problem

Test of prediction

After reading a paragraph or section:
1. Use a pen or pencil, not a highlighter. With a pen 

or pencil, you can paraphrase and add margin 

notes.

2. Marking your textbook

a. Lines: 

Highlighted for major ideas. 

single lines for minor ideas or explanation of 

main ideas.

b. Margin notes: 

In the left/right margin write . . .

1. Memory phrases

2. Summaries and paraphrases of main 

ideas and details (These are answers of predicted 

test questions, see below)

3. Predicted test questions (based on main 

ideas)



3. Definitions and Examples

a. Write “def” or “ex” in the margin.
b. Underline definitions in thick and (put 

parenthesis around examples)

4. Important concepts: Put a circle or box 

around these to make them stand out.

5. Captions (a title or explanation for a picture):

underline and mark these just as you would 

the text. 



The Role of Hypotheses in Inquiry

• A hypothesis is a tentative answer to a well-

framed question

• A scientific hypothesis leads to predictions that can 

be tested by observation or experimentation
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• For example,

– Observation: Your flashlight doesn’t work

– Question: Why doesn’t your flashlight work?

– Hypothesis 1: The batteries are dead

– Hypothesis 2: The bulb is burnt out

• Both these hypotheses are testable
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Marking tips for textbook readings

• Dissect out paragraph structures so that 
you learn the author’s logic (topic, 

supporting and concluding sentences)

• Mark key term/concept, def, ex, steps, 

fact, main idea and explanation of main 

ideas

• However, too many markings are 

unrealistic (Try not to mark over 30%)

• In English, each paragraph usually just 

contains one major idea. Remember this 

when you write. 

Paragraph structure: topic sentence
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLzKqujmdGk&index=11&list=PLN3kZ8bfmMJN2-

EdLyE7_rOZo8o3IpFlv



Which of the following are strong topic 
sentences and which are 
weak? Why? ( Part 1 ): 

1. The roads were bad when I drove to 

Whistler.

2. Congestion at the airport parking lot is 

causing problems for travellers.

3. Three ways to improve your language 

skills.

4. The importance of a ban on smoking 

in all public parks will be the subject of 
this paragraph.

5. Life science is important.

Answers ( Part 1 )

1.too narrow
2.Good topic sentence

3.incomplete sentence

4.don’t announce the topic

5.too broad



Rewrite the sentences in part one so 
that they are good topic sentences   
Possible Answers ( Part 2 )

1. I learned the importance of safe 

driving on a trip to Whistler.

2. Good

3. There are three effective ways to 

improve your language skills.

4. Vancouver should ban smoking in all 

public parks.

5. Life science training is important for 

students to enter medical researches.

A Case Study in Scientific Inquiry: 

Investigating Mimicry in Snake Populations

• Many poisonous species are brightly colored, 

which warns potential predators

• Mimics are harmless species that closely resemble 

poisonous species

• Henry Bates hypothesized that this mimicry 

evolved in harmless species as an evolutionary 
adaptation that reduces their chances of being 

eaten
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Scarlet kingsnake (nonvenomous)

Key

Range of scarlet
kingsnake only

Overlapping ranges of
scarlet kingsnake and

eastern coral snake

Eastern coral snake
(venomous)

Scarlet kingsnake (nonvenomous)

North
Carolina

South
Carolina

Figure 1.25



Figure 1.26

(a) Artificial kingsnake

(b) Brown artificial snake that has been attacked

homework

• Identify topic sentences among these 
paragraphs in this section

• Based on SQ3R, propose a question 
and an answer to summarize this 

section

• Practice marking tips and upload your 

marking figure  


